Novel, nonresectional mitral valve repair—another tool in the mitral surgeon’s armamentarium
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As the demand for minimally invasive mitral valve surgery expands with reproducible noninferiority compared with open approaches,1,2 combined with reduced hospital stay and postoperative pain,3 repair techniques that improve the ease and rapidity of minimally invasive approaches increasingly are desirable. MacArthur and colleagues4 previously argued that nonresectional techniques for leaflet prolapse may improve accessibility of minimally invasive repair by improving technical ease and decreasing bypass time compared with resectional techniques.5 Nonresectional techniques have the added advantage of reversibility and intraoperative re-repair, which is especially important, given the move toward operating on still-asymptomatic patients with severe mitral regurgitation (MR) for whom a near-100% success of repair should be sought.4,6-9 In this issue of the Journal, Agnino and colleagues5 describe a novel nonresectional technique for leaflet prolapse involving a free-margin running suture (FMRS). The authors assert that this technique provides for expeditious leaflet repair and maintains adequate coaptation length with the theoretical advantage of decreased fibrosis at the resection site which, if proven true, could improve duration of repair.10

In their series (N = 15), the authors used FMRS to achieve adequate repair with only one case of more-than-mild MR. They imply that FMRS carries a lower chance of leaflet fibrosis compared with resectional techniques, leading to lower chance of recurrent MR, and they do demonstrate durability at their 6-month time point. Longer-term durability remains in question, and the premise that lack of resection produces a lower rate of leaflet fibrosis compared with nonresectional techniques still involving leaflet sutures is feasible, although not proven. Considering David’s10 excellent series demonstrating freedom from recurrent moderate (69.2%) or severe (90.7%) MR at 20 years, the leaflet fibrosis theory may lack consequence.

The authors propose selection criteria for the appropriate application of FMRS and suggest FMRS may be more useful than existing nonresectional techniques for more extensive prolapses with more than one diseased segment,5 but they do not demonstrate this. Given their immediate results and 6-month follow-up, the suggestion of noninferiority compared with existing nonresectional and resectional techniques is conceivable in the short term, but more long-term data ultimately are necessary to help assess the utility of FMRS. Moreover, although Woo and colleagues4,8 previously demonstrated that their nonresectional techniques decrease bypass time compared with quadrangular resection, Agnino and colleagues, while citing their average bypass and crossclamp time, do not compare this with their institution’s cardiopulmonary bypass time for resectional techniques. Not knowing the amount of bypass time saved compromises our understanding of the place of FMRS among repair techniques.

FMRS and other nonresectional techniques, in preserving all leaflet tissue, virtually ensure adequate coaptation length. However, this comes at the risk of retention of excessive posterior leaflet height, which could shift coaptation surface anteriorly and predispose patients to SAM. Although the authors suggest avoiding undersizing the ring to limit risk of SAM, a larger series with more granular assessment using known echo-based SAM risk factors is warranted.

Ultimately, Agnino and colleagues5 describe an interesting tool to add a surgeon’s armamentarium for mitral valve repair, especially in minimally invasive approaches. With more data regarding comparative bypass time and...
demonstration of longer-term durability of repair, it is conceivable that this technique could be increasingly useful.
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